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Abstract:  
Target has a duty to it’s internal and external stakeholders, including customers, investment firms, 
individual shareholders, board members, team members, and members of the public to provide the 
best service possible and to continuously strive for better service.  
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To Target Management,  
 
I’m writing to bring to light a number of operational issues I’ve encountered while working as a 
Team Member at Bend, Target (Employee Number 75252595, store number 0766). This is not a 
complaint nor ranting criticism. This is written with the intent of helping improve the day-to-day 
operations at Target, from the perspective of someone who wants to see Target stay in business 
(more on that later). Below, I outline a number of specific issues that can be addressed to improve 
how products flow through the store, how products get to guests, ways to increase safety, improve 
revenue and lower costs. At the very least, I hope this sparks your own imagination on how Target 
can better serve guests.  
 
 
My role at Bend, Target is in General Merchandise, as a Team Member, sometimes known as 
Business Owner. Specifically, I work in the Chemical department. Really, though, I stock shelves. As 
a shelf stocker, there is certain information I am not privy to , so I’ve made a few assumptions. 
Paired with those are a few general business assumptions about Target.  
Assumptions:  

● The Zebra and corresponding software used in Bend is the same across all Target store 
locations 

● Wages are minimum of $15/hr across all stores 
● Target Corporate cares about cutting costs as a continuous strategic goal 
● Target Corporate recognizes it has competition (for the sake of this report, that is namely 

Amazon) 
● Target Corporate intends to remain in business for the longest duration possible 
● Target Corporate has a responsibility to its investors and shareholders to maximize value 
● Lead times are knowable.  
● A smooth process is preferable to a turbulent one.  

 
 
In the event that non Target employees read this, I will define a few terms used commonly within 
Target. Internal Target employees can skip.  
Definitions & Abbreviations:  

● Team Member- A person who works at Target. Abbreviated as TM 
● Target Corporate- The Minneapolis offices that control and manage Target Stores. 

Abbreviated at TC 
● Target Store- Where the public shops. Abbreviated as TS 
● Customer Service- The front desk area inside a Target Store where guests can pick up 

orders, return items, issue complaints, etc. abbreviated as CS  
● Zebra- The modified cell phone used by in-store Team Members to scan products, use 

applications, and get instructions for their day-to-day work.  
● The system-The aggregate of software and applications available on the Zebra, including the 

Move app and the Mywork app 
● Move App- App on the zebra that creates a list of products for a TM to pick 



● Mywork- Main app used by TMs. Displays product name, price, locations, allotted space, 
quantity on the floor, etc.  

● Department- Area of the store one works in. Examples include health, clothing, grocery, 
paper, chemical, etc.  

● Home- The shelf space inside a Target Store designated for a specific product 
● Flex- Putting a product in locations adjacent to it’s home, usually left, right, up, or down. 

Occasionally on a nearby end cap or separate aisle.  
● Backstock- Putting items in the backroom, off the shopping floor.  
● Reshop- Taking misplaced items back to their home locations. Ex. when guests return items 

to customer service, and those items need to be taken back to their proper place.  
● Uboat- The tiered, mobile carts TMs use to move product onto the shop floor.  
● The Line- The conveyor system used to move products off of a truck and into the store 
● Bailer- Large machine that crushes cardboard so it can be palletized and recycled.  
● End cap- the shelf space on the end of an aisle. 

 
 
According to the onboarding, Target’s mission is to get the right products to the right people, at the 
right time. With that in mind, here are 28 ideas that can be implemented to reduce costs, improve 
product flow, improve safety, and most importantly, get the right products to the right people, at 
the right time. Most of these can be implemented in the near term. I’m not a writer by trade, so 
please contact me regarding questions. In no particular order, they are;  
 

1. Upgrade the cloud/ database used on the backend. Significant time is wasted every day 
waiting on access to cloud based info (on the Zebras). Migrating to a new cloud provider or 
increasing bandwidth would be good. It might be helpful to cache certain data to certain TM 
accounts so they can access their department data quickly. E.g. people working in the Chem 
department should have the corresponding data cached for faster access.  

2. Let TMs clock in/ out and start / end meals from their Zebras. Specifically, time is wasted in 
the morning when a dozen + people show up at once and need to use two machines to clock 
in, then stand in line to get into a little room to get equipment (like Zebras). Let people get 
their Zebra and clock in on it.  

3. Train employees to do the work that they will be expected to complete. Specifically updating 
planograms, salvaging damaged products, salvaging end-of-life products, getting into price 
change batches, and doing anything related to moving shelves around. Additionally, given 
the internal requirement that only a TM with proper training can clean spills, it would make 
sense to train more people.  

4. Give TMs visibility into what products are ordered and what the expected delivery date is. 
Customers always ask when they can expect to find hand sanitizer, wipes, or X product. If 
it’s been ordered, that info should be available to TMs. When ordering something online, 
one can see an expected delivery date- should be possible to see similar information within 
Target. We could provide guests a better level of service by letting them know a certain 
product can be expected back on a particular date.  



5. Let “business owners” really own their department. Micromanaging is counter productive 
and defeats morale. I’d go so far as to say let business owners set their own schedule. Sure 
provide a few constraints, but if you (TC) treat people like adults, they’ll act like adults. If 
you (TC) treat TMs like children, they’ll act accordingly.  

6. Give a total pick list view in the Move app and let users pick items out of order. I understand 
that the Move app aims to dictate an efficient picking strategy, but it cannot consider what is 
happening in real time, with other people and equipment in the back room. Specifically, 
when a ladder or wave needs to be maneuvered around a crowded stock room, the most 
efficient pick strategy is hardly to go back and forth while continuously moving other 
vehicles out of the way. If TMs can see everything they need, can judge what is happening 
with other TMs, they can make better decisions.  

a. Additionally, the “best method” determined by the Move app is not calibrated well in 
the Bend store, and likely in other stores as well. Let me illustrate an example from 
the Bend store using this table as a placeholder for shelving units;  
 
Table 1: a sample of two adjacent shelving units in the stockroom. The alpha 
numeric number represents a shelf location, the green number represents the order 
of picking as determined by the Move App.  SHelf number 1 is on the ground, shelf 
number 10 is roughly 20 feet tall.  

Shelf 
number: 
10 

Location:  
01A 065 A07     5 

Location 
01A 065 B07 

9 01A 065 A06 01A 065 B06    4 

8 01A 065 A05 01A 065 B05 

7 01A 065 A04      2 01A 065 B04 

6 01A 065 A03 01A 065 B03 

5 01A 065 A32 01A 065 B32 

4 01A 065 A29 01A 065 B29 

3 01A 065 A25      3 01A 065 B25 

2 01A 065 A02      1 01A 065 B02 

1 01A 065 A01 01A 065 B01 

 
In the backstock area, shelf locations are dictated by a 9 digit alphanumeric code, like the 
ones above. The numbering system changes on shelves 3-5, at the level most easily reached 
by a person. Within those shelves, there are individual locations to separate products (other 
shelves  are bulk storage, generally for boxes). In this particular area, one is told via the 



Move app to pick items in the following shelf order; 01A 065 A02, then up to A04, then back 
down to A25, then over and up to B06, then back and up to A07. Moving up requires a ladder 
or a wave, and moving to the side requires moving said ladder back and forth. This happens 
repeatedly, indicating the Move app is not calibrated well. (there are additional areas with a 
similar issue, but one example is plenty).  
 

7. Show the allotted shelf space and on-floor count within the Move app. It’s too common for 
the Mywork app to show 10 shelf spaces available, 6 products on the floor, and still be told 
to pick 8 more items from the Move app. It’s a huge waste of time to back stock items from a 
pick list. Honestly, combine the mywork and move apps into a single app. At least update 
the APIs*. See images 1 and 2 in Appendix B  

8. Let TMs flex products within the Mywork app. I.e. TMs should be able to enter that there is 
more quantity on the floor than can “fit” (TMs enter that 10 items fit, but there are 15 on the 
floor to indicate flexing). Then, the pick list (Move app) should only add items once the 
number on the floor is back below the number that fits. A simple If var < NumFit statement 
should do the trick here.  

9. When end caps are changing, the new products going on the shelves should be in stock. It’s 
time consuming and non productive to make new end caps when the items going on the 
shelf are not in stock. (or even arriving soon). It would be better to leave the old end cap 
that’s full of product in place instead of having empty shelves or spending time searching for 
a product to flex into the end cap.  

10. Post signs saying “Thank you for putting items back where they belong” around the store. 
The amount of reshop (from guests putting things in the wrong place) is too high. Not to 
mention the food waste because a guest put ice cream on a random shelf and left it there to 
melt. Alternatively, add a sentence into the announcements that play all day long making the 
same request.  

11. Arrange the back room in such a way that the bailer is accessible when the truck is being 
unloaded. The line should not cut off access to a critical piece of machinery. In the current 
state, the Bend store has safety issues.  

12. Provide more keys to Waves and the Bailer. Use lock boxes if necessary. Too much time is 
wasted looking for someone with keys. Alternatively, program permissions into individual 
accounts on the Zebra once they have been trained, and use a QR code to allow access to 
machines only for those with the correct qualifications.  

13. Share more relevant information with TMs. E.g. upcoming free gift cards with purchases, 
where high demand items are being moved to, (hand sanitizer, masks, etc.). This could be an 
automated message that pops up when one logs into their Zebra at the beginning of the 
shift. The UI could be similar to Robinhood notifications.  

14. Give TMs a Target branded shirt on their first day. Make them a part of the team. Provide 
gloves as well- sticking your hands into cardboard boxes all day destroys your fingernails 
and cuticles. Additionally, moving wooden pallets around leads to slivers. Not providing 
gloves implies they aren’t necessary- they are.  

15. Give out small bonuses for beating expected work completion time. Everyone defaults to 
working at the slowest person's speed when the pay is equal and hourly. Provide a reward 



(incentive) for operating at a safe, but not slow speed. (observe  people walk to and from 
their cars- it’s much faster than they walk through the store). E.g. for TMs assigned to 
specific departments, pay them a small percentage of sales from their area to incentivize 
getting more items onto their shelves more quickly. Dynamic salary is possible. Or a flat 
$100 bonus for every $10k of product sold in their department. Another alternative being a 
bonus based on batting average sales.  

16. Get tiered wire baskets that attach to Uboats for loose items. This will allow TMs to pick 
items from their pick list and add them to a Uboat filled with items that came off the truck. 
Will also save trips back and forth between the sales floor and stockroom.  

17. The walkways in the back room should be wide enough for carts to get through while the 
truck is being unloaded. Arrange accordingly. (In this case, there are physical constraints 
here, like walls, but this really should be thought through prior to opening a store). There is 
a safety risk here for folks working the conveyor line.  

18. Put a floor plan map in the carts. It’s not obvious where section J is to a guest. If TMs can 
point out on a map where a particular section is, a guest is more likely to get there (and 
thus, buy stuff). Alternatively, on the price check stations, the background image could be a 
floor map. 

19. Stop over stuffing shelves. It’s confusing when an item can’t line up with its price point 
because there are too many items on a single shelf. There are also places where an item has 
to be placed sideways (not facing customers) due to too many cooks in the kitchen. (hint; an 
item needs as much space as the widest point on the item. It should actually have at least a 
quarter inch more so items can be stocked semi-easily). See image 3 in Appendix B  

20. Shelf height needs to be considered when designing planograms. The shelves TSs use are 
not flat on the bottom, they are wavy. The height of a shelf needs to be at least a quarter inch 
taller than the product below, measured from the lowest part of the wavy shelf. 
Additionally, the cantilever support for the shelves gets in the way of products all the time. 
Take that into consideration when designating shelf space. See image 6 in Appendix B. 

21. Stop attaching auxiliary wire baskets to shelves to cram in more products. See image 4 in 
Appendix B. It makes getting items from behind the wire shelf a pain. Also makes stocking 
harder (and slower). You want stocking to be a smooth process.  

22. Tall shelves (the ones you can’t see the top of) need to be programmed to hold fewer items. 
See Image 7 in Appendix B. Putting a dozen items on top of a shelf that no one can reach will 
decrease sales, let items get dusty, and eventually those items will be thrown away or 
salvaged. Better to sell them from a location people can reach.  

23. Order quantities should be re-calibrated (the EOQ model used is not well adjusted). They 
need to account for when additional shelf space is allotted and taken away. If an item has a 
temporary location away from it’s home, the timeline needs to be considered before 
ordering way too much product. E.g. If an additional, temporary, location is being used for 
one week for Bleach, and the lead time on bleach is two weeks, bleach should not be 
ordered for the temporary location; it will not show up on time. Additionally, having large 
quantities of product ordered weeks before they get a designated shelf space wastes time, 
money and effort. Surely the time value of money is significant at the scale TC operates at. 



(defining EOQ models is outside the scope of this report, but see Factor Physics by Wallace 
Hopp & Mark Spearman for more info). 

24. Make it simpler to tie and untie items to locations. When an item gets a temporary location, 
say on a mobile shelf that lives in a large aisle, it needs to be simple to untie that item from 
that location. When the system does not recognize the mobile shelf has been removed, it 
will tell TMs to pick a quantity of that item to fill both the home location and the temporary 
location (that no longer exists). Untying the product should eliminate this issue (and it 
should be really simple).  

25. Color coordinated stickers for items with no home locations would smooth out the process 
of putting items on shelves. Currently, a “004” is printed on certain packages that are not yet 
tied to a location. When those products come off a truck, they are put on a Uboat, taken out 
to the floor, then taken back to the backroom to be backstocked. Having a designated 
vehicle specifically for items with a colored sticker (much more noticeable than a 004), 
would smooth out the process by eliminating wasted steps.  

26. There should be consistency in the shelf location numbering system. Currently, there is no 
standard in the clothing section, grocery denotes entire aisles, and Chem denotes individual 
sides of aisles. Additionally, the shelf location does not have a standard. See image 5 in 
Appendix B.  

27. There are currently multiple areas one can go to see Price change information. In most 
cases, the information is not consistent. Simplifying a price change workflow is also highly 
recommended.  

28. Every day or week, a report should be run to find incongruencies in the number of items on 
hand. The number on the floor + the number in back should equal the total on hand number. 
Department business owners could use those reports to update inventory numbers for 
products with issues. See image 8 in Appendix B.  

29. Lastly, as a general rule of thumb, any time the same request is made more than once, it 
should be taken as a sign it’s time to change something. E.g. TMs ask constantly about 
seasonal pricing, so making that information more accessible would be good.  

 
 
*I am not a software engineer. Surely any competent CTO or VPE can implement this, and all other software issues, within 

a year. Most of the data required already exists, it just needs to be displayed in a more useful way.  

 
Lean Operations defines seven specific types of waste. In no particular order, they are;  

1. Moving 
2. Inventory 
3. Waiting 
4. Defects 
5. Overproduction 
6. Motion 
7. Rework 

 



Defining Lean is outside the scope of this report, but more info can be found here. The issues I’ve 
outlined contribute to significant waste in moving, inventory, waiting, and rework. The dollar value 
of wasted time is calculated (albeit, with napkin math) in Appendix A.  
 
Another note; At the time of writing, I’ve only been working at Target for about two months. If I’ve 
identified this many areas that can be improved in that short of a time, I’d argue there are dozens 
more issues one would notice with more time. Additionally, these are all issues I’ve noticed working 
in the chemical department. Surely every department has similar or, possibly, additional issues. 
 
 

Earlier in the paper I noted that Target staying in business would come up later- here it is. 
As of writing, rumors are swirling that Amazon is in talks to buy out many of the JC Penny retail 
locations. If that happens, Amazon would have a large brick and mortar competition with many 
Target stores. Not only will they be able to deliver more online orders more quickly to more people 
(more distribution centers), but they will also be able to outcompete Target on price for instore 
shopping. Specifically, both Target and Amazon use their vast data collection to create their own 
versions of products people commonly buy** (household cleaners, shoes, clothes, food items, etc). 
Those items are increasingly indistinguishable from each other. Millions of people buy those items 
in store as opposed to online. If Amazon beefs up its brick and mortar presence and increases the 
number of distribution centers it has, it will be able to offer identical items as Target, at a lower 
cost.  Amazon*** has historically lost money, reinvested profits in the name of growth, and 
ruthlessly fought their competition. It seems relevant  to take this as an opportunity to build better 
operational systems into Target. If not, this author predicts a 60% chance Target starts closing 
stores by 2025.  
 
 
**Additionally, both Target and Amazon (and Walmart) can sell the same “name” brand stuff as well. E.g. clorox products 

will be the same across stores. If Amazon sells those items at a lower cost, the brand loyalty to Target will fade very 

quickly.  

*** I’m also assuming that Amazon has more robust technical abilities in terms of their applications, operations, and 

technology. They pay their software engineers north of 200k, so it appears they take their tech seriously.  

 
 
 
Some closing comments-  
A quick LinkedIn query shows that TC does employ Industrial Engineers. If a more robust 
implementation plan is of value, they can likely produce one. I’d argue that TC should employ far 
more Industrial Engineers given the size of the operation, but I’ll admit my bias here.  
On a separate note, the size and assumed negotiation power Target has should be grounds for many 
more improvements along the supply chain. From packaging and branding, to waste disposal and 
customer acquisition, there is much more value TC can add. I’m open for discussion on the topic.  
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/10xEHCh9kiY1uP_CYHwSTkOiZ1XXm967lKoRmnb0IDA8/edit


Thank you for taking the time to read this report. I believe in Target, but also believe it has 
untapped potential to offer more.  

Appendix A:  
Some informal math showing what kind of cost savings could be expected on labor alone.  
Target employs ~360,000 people, all at a minimum of $15/ hour.  
Assuming ~50,000 of those employees waste 10 minutes a day on software issues (i.e. they are not 
putting products on shelves because their Zebras are slow, or they have bad information);  
(50,000 people) * (10 minutes / person / day) * ($15/hour) * ( 1hour /60 minutes) = $125,000 a 
day.  
Now, multiply that by 360 (assuming TSs are closed 5 days a year);  
 
(360) * ($125,000) = $45,000,000 a year.  
If it’s 100k people wasting 20 minutes, that’s $180,000,000 a year. As someone who has routinely 
lost 20 minutes a day, the latter case seems more likely to me.  
Maybe a drop in the bucket for the $78 Billion TC does in revenue a year, but there is clearly 
uncaptured shareholder value here.  
 
In general, at $15/ hour, every wasted minute costs twenty five cents. I’m not advocating for 
eliminating every wasted minute (not possible, especially with humans), but paying attention to 
waste will greatly improve TS operations. Being slowed down by poorly calibrated tech, access to 
equipment, or being confused by the internal location system are all things that can be addressed 
and improved to better serve guests. After all, it’s paramount to get them the products they want.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Appendix B:  
Images-  

 
Image 1: left; a photo of the Move app, telling a user to pick 6 Spray ‘Nwash bottles. Right; a photo of 
the Mywork app, showing that there is one location for Spray ‘NWash that holds 10 items, and there 
are currently 8 items in the space. Math dictates that an individual should pick 2 bottles to fill the 
location, not 6. Note, the product identity can be confirmed by the nine digit code in both images, 
namely 003-07-0551 
 



 
Image 2: Left; photo from the Move app showing a user to pick four toilet cleaning combo items. 
Right; The Mywork app showing that there are only 2 items that fit in the designated home location. 
Note, the product identity can be confirmed by the nine digit code, namely 003-03-3038 
 



 
Image 3: Photos depicting too many items for a shelf. Top left; an item is placed sideways on a shelf 
to fit within the designated space.Top Right; another angle, showing that a product must not face 
customers so it can fit on the shelf. Bottom; the thick red lines are the space allotted for this 
product, compared to the actual width of the product. Clearly, it does not fit in the location assigned 
to it.  
 



 
Image 4; this photo is showing auxiliary wire baskets hanging in front of the laundry detergent 
displays. These baskets make it more difficult for TMs to stock shelves, and more difficult for 
customers to find and collect the detergent they want. They also hide the price from view.  
 



 
Image 5: This photo points out the location of a particular product. It’s read as “Aisle A35, 14th 
section, section 1, shelf 6, 6th price point from the left.” If that’s confusing to you, it’s because this is 
a confusing numbering system. Where does the 14th section start? Furthermore, there are locations 
that end in a decimal, e.g. 1,12,6.99. Why are those locations not using whole numbers?  
 



 
Image 6: A product in it’s programmed home location, that it does not fit in.  
 

 
Image 7: Left; the top shelf here is over 6 feet tall, making the items difficult to access. Right; items 
are stocked three feet back, making it even more difficult for someone to get an item.  



 
Image 8: The circled part is to show a discrepancy between the number of items on hand. 29 on 
floor + 12 in back indicates there should be 41 total. But only 21 are thought to be on hand. That 
shouldn’t happen.  
 


